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A Subtle Indulgence 
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Have money, will make a right old mess of things. Often, it seems the acquisition of  wealth is a relatively  
easier a�air than spending that very wealth with a semblance  of dignity. As this city's legions of bling-ridden 
disasters will a�rm, lots of zeros in  the bank account are by no means a precursor to good taste. Fed up with 
pompous  status symbols and crass displays of moolah, �e Buzz scours the worlds of travel, fashion and  

 intoxication to come up with a slightly more re�ned take on indulgence. Now we only need to get to work  
 on robbing that bank down the road.  

  

A SPARKLING TOAST TO LUXURY 
 

 
 
How's this for a sweet rarity? Concocted from carefully chosen frozen grapes picked at night,  

 Icewines  are a heady affair and then some. The process is a painstakingly intricate one - each  
  frozen grape yields just the single drop of concentrated nectar. And whereas normal vines  

give birth to entire bottles, the vine in this case produces only one privileged glass of icewine.  
 

 

 



Their intense flavor and sweet aftertaste have helped earn icewines the fitting sobriquet - 
'Dessert in a Glass'. 
 
The finest producers of this precious commodity are arguably the famed Inniskillin Vineyards 
in the Niagara Peninsula, whose 1989 vintage Vidal occupies pride of place in the icewine 
pantheon. 
 
Some relaxing down-time 
 
Trust Hermés to make even lazy lounging a classy little activity. Their elegant deckchair 
is miles removed from the cumbersome striped embarrassment that used to be your 
companion during childhood beach-trips (yes, you know the one). 
 
Instead, this sexy-looking paean to relaxation makes like a spoilt Hollywood starlet and pouts 
away for the paparazzi – with a frame set in solid dark-brown teak and the seating crafted in 
Clémence taurillon calfskin. 
 
At close to 20,000 Dirhams, we recommend you not jump onto it with a bag of crisps in one 
hand and a glass filled with orange juice in the other. 
 
Far from the madding crowd 
 

 
 
When it comes to weekend escapes, a little bit of romance and intrigue never hurt anyone. 
Which brings us to the venerated Hotel Gritti Palace in Venice. Not for nothing is this palatial 
mansion-turned hotel a magnet for celebrities and royalty from across the world. 



 
 
As befitting its status as an impeccable purveyor of privacy, Gritti lays on the discreet service and 
unexpected flourishes around every plush corner, inclusive of frontrow seats to the bewitching 
Grand Canal and the even more inspiring grand church of Santa Maria della Salute. 
 
Not to mention a wealth of other attractions – including dining al fresco at the ridiculously 
exclusive Club del Doge, downing a legendary Balsamic Martini at Bar Longhi, and then 
heading for some intimate rest and rejuvenation aboard a private boat towards the Venice Lido. 
Enough to appease your hidden rock star no end. 
 
The most fashionable of addresses 
 
If you're a bachelor or bachelorette with acres of money to blow, a swanky little apartment to call 
home could well be the most important item on the wishlist. And no one does understated 
swankiness better than Giorgio Armani. 
 
Far removed from Dubai's clone-like gated communities or other furnished apartment projects 
for whom garishness and grace are often interchangeable terms, the legendary designer's first 
foray into the real estate playing field carries the same trademarks as his fashion legacy. 
Minimalistic, graceful... and expensive. Occupying floors nine to sixteen at the Burj Dubai, 
Armani Residences feature interiors, furnishings and amenities sourced from Armani Casa, 
the fashion house's bespoke interiors line. 
 
Expect lots of mature tones and sleek black vibes. With some of the apartments carrying a price-
tag of roughly 30 million Dirhams, that ought to leave you with just enough spare change to 
pick up a Jackson Pollock or two. 



 

 
 

 


